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ALLU is pleased to present a Japanese Antiques and Photo Exhibition. Japan’s traditional crafts, designs, and household items are 

beautiful keepsakes that mark moments in time of Japanese daily life. 

However, their perceived value has changed over time. Therefore, we have decided to collaborate with three artists: Marilou 

Daube, Priya Kishore, and Cara Piazza who can shed light on their inherent beauty. These artists created new ways of displaying 

and using these objects to present a renewed sense of value. ALLU thinks about the lifecycle of everyday things and proposes “

neo-upcycling” as an ALLU Antiques project.

We are looking forward to seeing you at the exhibition which will include an opening reception and Chanoyu Week NYC event.  
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Antiques

Shino mukozuke Plate Korai Chawan Small pot

Satsuma Kiriko Satsuma Kiriko Bizen Mizusashi Iraho TokkuriKamei Glass Kiriko

We will feature photographs taken by Takako Ida of the collaborators' living and working spaces. 

Photo by Takako Ida

Photo Exhibition

Fundamentally beautiful Japanese antiques will be displayed and available for purchase.
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Event

Reception Party

Date December 10, 6-8pm

Venue ALLU Studio | 568 Broadway #401(4th Floor) New York NY 10012 USA

RSVP https://alluantique.eventbrite.com

Yoshitsugu Nagano is the youngest person to be certified in the highest rank of the Ueda 
Sōko Tea school, which has been practiced in Hiroshima for 400 years, and serves as a 
regular professor of the school. 
In 2019, he relocated to New York City, where he promotes the spirituality and aesthetics of 
chanoyu through hosting tea rituals both for public audience and by special arrangement, 
presenting workshops, and teaching his students.

Yoshitsugu Nagano

Chanoyu Week NYC tea party

"Chanoyu Week NYC" will be held from November in the Manhattan and Brooklyn areas of New York City. Come and enjoy a 
cup of matcha while watching the beautiful traditional tea performance “Bondate”. Japanese Tea Master Yoshitsugu Nagano 
will personally serve matcha to guests who purchase ALLU Antiques. 

Date December 11, 3-4pm

Venue ALLU Studio | 568 Broadway #401(4th Floor) New York NY 10012 USA

WEB https://www.chanoyuweeknyc.com//event2022/allu

DECO BOKO HOLIDAY

Date December 9 - 24, 11am-6pm  *December 10&17, 12pm-7pm,  *December 24, 11am-4pm

Venue NowHere Gallery | 40 Wooster St, New York, NY 10013

URL https://www.instagram.com/decobokonyc

You can also enjoy ALLU Antiques at the Japanese POP UP "DECO BOKO" in NowHere Gallery, SOHO.
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Photographer

Takako Ida is a professional Photographer originally from Japan. 
As a teenager, Takako started experiencing seizures and the memory loss that comes along with 
epilepsy. As a result, she became interested in photography as a means to document her life and keep a 
record of what her condition might make her forget.
After graduating from a Photography College, Takako worked at a Photo Studio in Tokyo, Japan.  She 
moved to NY in 2009 and started collaborating with many well-known Photographers from all of the 
world as an Assistant photographer/Digital technician, gaining valuable experience in the photography 
industry while making a name for herself. 
Now based in New York City as an independent Photographer, her current work includes Journalism 
Photography, Travel/Culture and Cooking Book contributions, as well as being in charge of Product 
Photography for Fashion and Cosmetic brands in the USA. 
Her talent as an artist is unleashed day to day.

Takako Ida

Collaborated Artists

Cara Piazza is a natural dyer and artisan based in New York City. She creates one of a kind paintings and 
textiles using natural dyes she teases out from botanicals, plant matter, minerals, non-toxic metals and 
food wastes. She creates her art through alchemical dye sessions, employing a variety of techniques 
such as bundle-dyeing, ombré, shibori and more. Piazza runs a small-scale natural dye studio along with 
hosting curated events merging healing, plants & art. Designer and artist clients include: Jason Wu, 
Mara Hoffman, Another Tomorrow, Meridian Child Motorcycle Club, Eileen fisher, Samuel Snider, 
Eckhaus Latta, Alice Waese, Dena Yago,  1-100, Club Monaco, chakrubs, Ochii, Jennifer Behr, 11:11, Judi 
Rosen, Mimi Prober and more.

Cara Piazza

Marilou Daube
A French-born, New-York based photographer and film director. Marilou Daubé is a regular contributor 
to Vogue and has worked with Harper’s Bazaar, Madame Figaro, CR Fashion Book, the Editorialist, Porter 
magazine, V magazine and others. She is also the content maker behind many integrated campaigns 
for brands such as Calvin Klein, Tommy Hilfiger and L’Oreal. Beyond Marilou’s legendary relaxed 
joyfulness on set, her work is often praised for its raw sense of authenticity. That’s why she had the 
chance to photograph and direct talent such as Gigi Hadid, Steven Tyler, Hailey Baldwin, Erykah Badu, 
David Beckham, Grimes, Kendall Jenner, A$ap Rocky, Shawn Mendes, Noah Centineo to name a just 
few. She is the collaborator of choice for some of the most renowned photographers in the industry, 
including Mario Sorrenti, Glen Luchford...

Priya Kishore
Priya Kishore is a London-born painter based in New York where she explores themes of change and 
mutability. Inhabiting an area between abstract and figurative, her paintings explore facets of iconogra-
phy, emotion, identity, color, and texture using mixed media, watercolors, pastels, and oils. 
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Ayako was born and raised in Chiba, Japan. While studying architecture and interior design, she 
became interested in creating space using flowers and plants. She started working in floral design and 
began her Sogetsu ikebana in 2005. For 12 years Ayako created displays for hotels and boutiques, 
flower arrangements for events and weddings. In 2019 Ayako moved to New York to acquire more 
experience. In 2021 Ayako opened her own studio. Besides events, she also teaches Sogetsu ikebana 
and western style flower arranging while continuing being a flower photographer. She loves capturing 
the beauty in all plant materials.

Ayako Shida

Spatial Design

Eri Soyama is freelance stylist, Editor in chief for @julianmagazine. Eri’s stylist career began in Japan 
over 20 years ago. She has worked with many fashion magazines and movies in Japan. She has collabo-
rated with many artists including Katy Perry and Kyary Pamyu Pamyu. Since moving to NYC 7years ago, 
she has continued her career in the US and launched Julian Magazine. 
https://www.erisoyama.com
https://www.julianmagazine.net

Eri Soyama

568 Broadway #401 New York NY 10012 USA

https://alluusa.com

https://www.instagram.com/allu_usa

For press inquiries, please contact
Natsuko Kondo | natsuko.kondo@valuence.inc

About ALLU

ALLU believes that art and life are meaningful and impactful.  We champion sustainability with a commitment to a circular design 
for a better us and a better planet.  By extending a product’s lifetime, this ensures the best way to lower its environmental impact.  
In a circular economy, products are built to last.  And, at Allu we are committed to extending the life of your pre-loved goods. 


